
USPA Masterclass #46 Zoom Chat: 
“Energetically Imprinted Water” with Libby Rutledge 

0:19:43 Julio R: Hello from California 

0:20:24 Nick P: Aloha from Nick @pizzapicklespur 

0:21:04 Trina C: Hello from Florida! I just got my first radionics ratecaster. 

0:21:40 Victor Anaya: Howdy from Mex 

0:25:41 Johnty H: Hello from Santa Cruz California 

0:25:44 Andy : there is a setting in Zoom for Musicians 

0:26:52 Andy : go to microphone, then audio settings the select "original sound for musicians..." 

0:27:24 Maria: we can't see your screen 

0:27:29 Saundra A: I am setting up a trip for next year 

0:29:19 Nick P: Reacted to "I am setting up a tr..." with ❤️ 

0:30:25 Maria: \m/ Texas! 

0:31:06 Nick P: o7 

0:31:53 Stephanie F: ha 

0:32:27 Gayle N: Yay for hypnotherapists. Representing from Wisconsin. 

0:33:56 Nick P: Reacted to "Yay for hypnotherapi..." with ❤️ 

0:35:43 Stephanie F: Dr Emotos book is amazing btw his work is great. As Tesla said the secret to the universe is all 
about frequency (paraphrasing) 

0:37:02 Nick P: Links = Good 

0:37:30 Allan: yes 

0:37:30 Tamara D: yes 

0:38:04 Stephanie F: So awesome 

0:38:53 Stephanie F: I think we have this ability naturally..when we can “read” someone’s energy even as we pass 
them 

0:39:18 Sanja M: Reacted to "I think we have this..." with 👍🏻 

0:40:09 Stephanie F: May God rest his soul 

0:42:46 Allan: how did you get them? 

0:43:36 Trina C: Reacted to "I think we have this..." with 👍🏻 

0:43:53 Trina C: Replying to "how did you get them..." get what? 

0:45:02 Allan: symbols! hmm 

0:45:24 Trina C: Replying to "symbols! hmm" yeah sorry. Duh. 

0:46:55 Maria: Question: can you show the Ed Kelley link to masterclass 42 that helps to differentiate 
between rife, radionics, and radiesthesia? 

0:47:11 Stephanie F: Define “magic” 

0:47:25 Allan: reminds me of Biogeometry 

0:47:35 Tamara D: Replying to "Question: can you sh..."I watched it...it was a recent one in the member library. 

0:47:47 Maria: Reacted to "I watched it...it ..." with 👍 

0:48:12 Trina C: Reacted to "reminds me of Biogeo..." with 👍 

0:48:33 Allan: the sumbols 

0:48:42 Maria: Replying to "Question: can you ..."in USPA library or a separate website? 

0:49:04 Trina C: Replying to "Question: can you sh..." It’s in the members portal. 

0:50:18 Maria: Reacted to "reminds me of Biog..." with ✅ 

0:50:59 Allan: wow! this so cool 

0:51:32 Stephanie F: Psalms 147.3 He heals the brokenhearted and binds up their wounds 

0:52:00 Trina C: Reacted to "Psalms 147.3 He heal..." with ❤️ 

0:54:47 Gayle N: Reacted to "reminds me of Biogeo..." with ❤️ 

0:55:12 Stephanie F: With the risk of sounding like a “bible thumper” (I don’t mean to) The buzz bees have in their 
hives is the same “buzz” the collective “we” have on earth. We “feel” and know things 
collectively…Its why prayer works 



0:55:30 Trina C: Reacted to "With the risk of sou..." with 👍 

0:57:16 Stephanie F: https://youtu.be/rFEbwp7rPF8?si=MvVEaH-cyZEdl5Ar 

0:57:26 Susan W: Spread the Love, man! 

0:57:51 Stephanie F: Love this! 

0:58:03 Nick P: "Some thoughts have a certain sound, that being equivalent to a form." Frank Herbert 

0:58:03 Trina C: Reacted to ""Some thoughts have ..." with ❤️ 

0:58:04 Stephanie F: Amazing work Libby! 

0:58:14 Stephanie F: Reacted to ""Some thoughts have ..." with ❤️ 

0:58:26 Trina C: Reacted to "Amazing work Libby!" with ❤️ 

0:58:31 Basil : Reacted to ""Some thoughts have ..." with ❤️ 

0:59:18 Stephanie F: It’s why God says “Love thy Neighbour” oh man that’s SO hard to do with some neighbours!!  
:-) 

0:59:38 Trina C: Reacted to "It’s why God says “L..." with 😂 

1:00:04 Sami C: Priceless knowledge Thanks for sharing 🌹 

1:01:01 CARLOS: What is exactly this "Life Force"? In those graphics, what units are used? 

1:01:02 Katy M: How do you measure it? 

1:01:38 Sky D: Which radionic device did you do the measurements with? 

1:01:44 Nick P: Is water a synaptic analogue? 

1:02:16 Karen S: Water has spirits 

1:02:17 Nick P: An Akashik thumb drive 

1:02:22 Trina C: Reacted to "An Akashik thumb dri..." with 👍 

1:02:43 Trina C: Replying to "Which radionic devic..."great question. 

1:02:50 Basil : Reacted to "An Akashik thumb dri..." with 👍 

1:02:54 Trina C: a potentator? 

1:03:17 Karen S: Raymon Grace would probably say that particular water may have already had the spirit of 
love 

1:03:31 Stephanie F: In classic novels, Tolstoy/Dostoyevsky the doctors of the time always sent sick patients so the 
oceanside. Because water heals 

1:03:39 Ania : When sending bottles to clients do you use something to protect the frequencies? 

1:04:07 Stephanie F: @Ania that’s a great question 

1:04:39 Sky D: Salt also heals and the air by the ocean has salt in it. 

1:04:42 Ania : Does the water have any minerals in it or just water? 

1:04:49 Nick P: Reacted to "Salt also heals and ..." with ❤️ 

1:04:51 Stephanie F: Reacted to "Salt also heals and ..." with ❤️ 

1:05:12 Basil : Reacted to "Salt also heals and ..." with ❤️ 

1:06:07 Jane M: Where does your water come from originally? The faucet? Distilled water? A municipal 
system? 

1:06:36 Trina C: Reacted to "Where does your wate..." with 👍 

1:06:38 Ania : Reacted to "@Ania that’s a great…" with ☺️ 

1:07:24 Stephanie F: These days it (water) has everything in it including Fluoride (which is what they give to the 
animals in the zoo to keep them calm) 

1:07:27 Cynthia W: I wonder how long the energy lasts in the water? 

1:07:44 Stephanie F: Yes that’s another greta question 

1:07:59 Stephanie F: That’s why Emote froze the water 

1:08:08 Jane M: Does the imprinted water ever expire? 

1:08:14 Tamara D: Reacted to "Yes that’s another g..." with 👍 

1:08:19 Tamara D: Reacted to "That’s why Emote fro..." with 👍 

1:08:24 Trina C: freezing the water changes the molecules tho. 

1:09:19 Stephanie F: Yes but that’s how Emote got such spectacular images  when frozen after saying wither love 



or hate or classical music or heavy metal 

1:09:27 Stephanie F: *Emoto 

1:09:40 Michael V: Libby, what was the source of water that you started with.  Have you used different waters, ie 
tap water from the city versus clear stream water 

1:09:40 Trina C: Reacted to "Libby, what was the ..." with 👍 

1:09:48 Trina C: yes. you are right. 

1:09:54 Lucy A: Where's her contact info ✅? 

1:10:14 Nancy D: Going on the principle of quantum physics perhaps it has to do with the beliefs of the person 
charging it. 

1:10:20 Stephanie F: That makes perfect sense Libby because distilling it removes all that stuff 

1:10:40 Stephanie F: @Nacy yes! 

1:11:08 Nick P: Reacted to "@Nacy yes!" with ✅ 

1:11:28 Stephanie F: There is rgaphene in some bottled water yikes!! Saw lots of studies on that 

1:11:37 USPA   Libby Rutledge  www.mobileDNAelements.com 

1:11:37 USPA   Libby Rutledge  406-871-5736 

1:11:37 USPA   Libby Rutledge  mobileDNAelements@gmail.com 

1:11:41 Nick P: Reacted to "Libby Rutledge www.m..." with ❤️ 

1:11:47 Stephanie F: Reacted to "Libby Rutledge www.m..." with ❤️ 

1:11:57 Sami C: In your research have you come across ZAM ZAM water? If you did  what are your findings 

1:12:11 Ania : Replying to "There is rgaphene in…" That’s very true! 

1:13:50 Nancy D: Did the folder ever have documents in it? If so, perhaps those imprints were still in it. 

1:13:58 Stephanie F: I am a photographer and would love to get the equipment so I can take photos like Emote did. 
Libby any idea where I can purchase it (including the speaker) for sound 

1:14:31 USPA If you are enjoying this webinar, please consider joining or supporting USPA: 
https://www.psychotronics.org/ 

1:15:42 Trina C: Reacted to "If you are enjoying ..." with ❤️ 

1:15:43 Stephanie F: Reacted to "If you are enjoying ..." with ❤️ 

1:16:40 Stephanie F: Reacted to "That’s very true!" with ❤️ 

1:17:19 Christine : do the imprints stay indefinitely in the water?. 

1:17:32 Basil : Please call on Nick Petosky - he has his hand raised for a question. Thank you. 

1:17:49 Stephanie F: Reacted to "Please call on Nick ..." with 👏 

1:19:27 Jerry G: I can describe what happens to water with blessing the water. Jerry Gin 

1:19:36 Danella H: can  Libby put the symbols on the screen again? 

1:19:41 Nick P: Reacted to "Please call on Nick ..." with ✅ 

1:20:41 Trina C: Replying to "I can describe what ..." please do. my e- mail is;trinacarroll.tc@gmail.com... I am 
a reverse speech student. 

1:21:18 Trina C: Reacted to "can  Libby put the s..." with 👍 

1:21:24 Stephanie F: Hey folks this YouTube video on bees is honestly mind blowing how they communicate and I 
see how our “psychic” abilities work    https://youtu.be/rFEbwp7rPF8?si=22kR2_iS_ytXxF8v 

1:21:40 Nick P: Reacted to "Hey folks this YouTu..." with 🐝 

1:21:50 Stephanie F: Reacted to "Hey folks this YouTu..." with 😂 

1:21:50 Trina C: Replying to "Hey folks this YouTu..."thank you. 

1:21:58 Stephanie F: Reacted to "thank you." with ❤️ 

1:22:15 Stephanie F: Todays buzz haha! 

1:22:27 Allan: Replying to "There is rgaphene in..." I thought radon was bad for you 

1:22:36 Trina C: Reacted to "Todays buzz haha!" with 😂 

1:23:05 Stephanie F: Wow that’s amazing info!! 

1:23:18 Stephanie F: Where do we get that wand? 

1:23:24 Nick P: Reacted to "Where do we get that..." with ❤️ 

1:23:27 Nick P: Reacted to "Where do we get that..." with ✅ 



1:23:29 Nick P: Reacted to "Where do we get that..." with 🔥 

1:23:31 Stephanie F: Thanks for asking that question! 

1:23:47 Trina C: Reacted to "Where do we get that..." with ❤️ 

1:23:54 Trina C: Reacted to "Thanks for asking th..." with ❤️ 

1:24:33 Stephanie F: Who mentioned the wand please? 

1:24:45 Trina C: Reacted to "Who mentioned the wa..." with ❤️ 

1:24:59 Glen R: Annalemma water from Dolf in Holland 

1:25:06 Christine : Lloyd Mear also made a very special water :) 

1:25:06 Trina C: i am interested in this wand 

1:25:18 Stephanie F: Reacted to "i am interested in t..." with 👍 

1:25:23 Stephanie F: Me too! 

1:25:59 Sami C: If she like to test ZAM ZAM I Will be very happy to send it to her. 

1:26:25 Trina C: who? 

1:26:38 Christine : Veda Austin 

1:26:42 Tamara D: she flash freezes it 

1:26:50 Trina C: Replying to "Veda Austin" ah yes of course 

1:26:51 Stephanie F: Dear Host can you please ask more about that “wand” pretty please 

1:27:03 Trina C: Reacted to "Dear Host can you pl..." with 👍 

1:27:19 Tamara D: Replying to "Dear Host can you pl..." I have the wand...it's pretty cool. I haven't measured it 
but I used it daily. 

1:27:39 Glen R: what do you want to know Go to website and order it 

1:27:56 Trina C: so. what website 

1:28:24 Tamara D: Replying to "Dear Host can you pl..." @Fayanne Stephanie here's more info: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wd4_0RaAkNQ 

1:28:31 Charl: www.vedaaustin.com/videos 

1:28:41 Trina C: Replying to "Dear Host can you pl..."  is this iterra? 

1:29:55 Tamara D: Replying to "Dear Host can you pl..." no no...I have that too. This is a crystal wand....way 
different. iterra is an electrical device...I have used it on water as well, but I prefer the link 
above. 

1:30:03 Stephanie F: You can buy it on Amazon? Haha that seems so diametrically opposed to ..I don’t know haha 
just weird 

1:30:48 Trina C: Replying to "You can buy it on Am..." i am guessing you found out what wand. was it iterra? 

1:31:45 Cynthia W: In a video Veda Austin wasn’t too fond of the Alema wand because it has “trapped” water 
inside and she says that water needs to be free. 

1:31:48 Trina C: Replying to "Dear Host can you pl..." @Tamara Dorris ok. thank you. i have chrystal wands. i 
will need to check this out. 

1:32:18 Stephanie F: Reacted to "In a video Veda Aust..." with 👍 

1:32:20 Jerry G: I can also comment on the energy of the symbols.  Jerry Gin 

1:32:57 Trina C: Replying to "Dear Host can you pl..." cool.@Tamara Dorris. thank you. i have been looking at 
the iterra. good to know something is better. 

1:33:07 Nick P: Thank you so much. 

1:33:24 Susan K: Source Resonance Codes are created for worldwide events and people. They are created thru 
intention into water. Have you heard of these? Beautiful presentation! 

1:33:35 Jennifer H: Each year there is a gathering at Lourdes for veterans of war. There are many reports from 
vets of being profoundly helped by the waters there. There is a documentary about it. I have 
seen it, it’s amazing you can probably find it by googling 

1:33:37 Karen S: Metherlyne blue can help with trauma I have imprinted it in water 

1:33:41 Nick P: Reacted to "Source Resonance Cod..." with ❤️ 

1:33:43 Stephanie F: Reacted to "Source Resonance Cod..." with ❤️ 

1:33:45 Nick P: Reacted to "Each year there is a..." with ❤️ 



1:33:54 Christine : I believe this is the wand Glen mentioned https://waterislife.shop/products/analemma-water-
wand 

1:34:00 Trina C: Reacted to "Each year there is a..." with 👍 

1:34:01 Tamara D: Replying to "Dear Host can you pl..." the link I sent you is for a special crystal wand, but I also 
keep a charged crystal in my water container. Can't hurt :-) 

1:34:06 Trina C: Reacted to "Source Resonance Cod..." with 👍 

1:34:14 Nancy D: Replying to "Dear Host can you pl..." I did the intention exercise with kids. We used two 
containers of cooked rice and in one their intention was love and the other anger. They 
watched and in a few days, the love rice looked fresh and the anger rice was black. It works 
and kids can do it! 

1:34:27 Stephanie F: Replying to "Dear Host can you pl..." Thank you very much!! ❤️ 

1:34:36 Trina C: Reacted to "I did the intention ..." with ❤️ 

1:34:38 Tamara D: Replying to "Dear Host can you pl..." @Trina Carroll the iterra is good for other things, in my 
opinion...esp for skin issues and meridian clearing. 

1:34:46 Tamara D: Reacted to "I did the intention ..." with ❤️ 

1:34:50 Trina C: Reacted to "@Trina Carroll the i..." with 👍 

1:35:05 Tamara D: Reacted to "Each year there is a..." with ❤️ 

1:35:16 Tamara D: Replying to "I believe this is th..." yes 

1:35:19 Tamara D: Reacted to "I believe this is th..." with ❤️ 

1:35:25 Trina C: Replying to "Dear Host can you pl..." good. thank you. i am having skin issues. i think mom 
shed the vax on me. 

1:35:32 Tamara D: Reacted to "good. thank you. i a..." with 😯 

1:35:41 Tamara D: Replying to "Dear Host can you pl..." @Trina Carroll sorry! 

1:35:48 Stephanie F: Truth releases illness which is why people say “it resonates with me” 

1:36:00 Jane M: Thank you all. 

1:36:05 Trina C: Replying to "Dear Host can you pl..." been over a year now. and i never had problems before. 
it was her 4th 

1:36:35 Stephanie F: Fascinating presentation and thanks to all who contributed to the discussion!~ Interesting 
group 

1:37:27 Trina C: Replying to "Dear Host can you pl..." its just residual now but i need it gone. 

1:37:51 Tamara D: Reacted to "Truth releases illne..." with ❤️ 

1:38:23 Tamara D: Replying to "Dear Host can you pl..." try the iterra… have you used radionics? 

1:38:28 Nick P: Reacted to "Truth releases illne..." with ✅ 

1:38:46 Tamara D: Replying to "Dear Host can you pl..." or imprint some water for healing! Worth a try. 

1:39:02 Trina C: Replying to "Dear Host can you pl..." not yet. i just bought a couple of programs today 

1:39:08 Noemi P: What are the words Jerry says first about "I am … " 

1:39:54 Tamara D: Reacted to "I can describe what ..." with ❤️ 

1:40:28 Noemi P: What kind of paper? 

1:40:43 Sandy M: Wrap it up with what kind of paper please? 

1:41:04 Gayle N: Analemma wand structures water that measures off the ruler for BG3 (BioGeometry). 

1:41:11 Stephanie F: Who is speaking? 

1:41:16 Stephanie F: This is awesome 

1:41:22 Tamara D: Reacted to "not yet. i just boug..." with 👍 

1:41:40 Nick P: It's Jerry Gin 

1:41:41 Gayle N: Graph paper. The type of paper with lines on one side. 

1:41:54 Tamara D: Replying to "Dear Host can you pl..." Awesome. I have a friend who sells a paper version on 
etsy. Good way to experiment. 

1:42:03 Tamara D: Reacted to "Analemma wand struct..." with ❤️ 

1:42:06 Stephanie F: Replying to "It's Jerry Gin" Thanks Nick!! 

1:42:11 Gayle N: Reacted to "Dear Host can you pl..." with ❤️ 



1:42:19 Cynthia J: Where can I find a link to a recording of this entire presentation from beginning to end? I am 
very interested but I was unable to attend and could only just now log on! I would be so 
grateful to hear the whole thing. 

1:42:36 Gayle N: Reacted to "Metherlyne blue can ..." with ❤️ 

1:42:55 Tamara D: Replying to "Where can I find a l..." if  you are a member it will be in the portal. 

1:43:01 Trina C: Replying to "Where can I find a l..." It will be in the member portal in a day or so. 

1:43:23 Nick P: Reacted to "It will be in the me..." with ❤️ 

1:44:10 Stephanie F: 6? Oh no haha 

1:44:24 Stephanie F: Amazing info 

1:44:30 Trina C: Reacted to "Amazing info" with ❤️ 

1:44:31 Stephanie F: Thank you Jerry!! 

1:44:35 Trina C: Replying to "Amazing info" agreed! 

1:45:58 Nick P: Don't hurt the Mother Water! 

1:46:01 Trina C: that is amazing. absolutely awe inspiring. 

1:46:05 Nick P: Reacted to "that is amazing. abs..." with 🔥 

1:46:13 Christine : https://waterislife.shop/products/analemma-water-wand 

1:46:15 Tamara D: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wd4_0RaAkNQ 

1:46:26 Tamara D: Reacted to "Don't hurt the Mothe..." with 😂 

1:46:29 Stephanie F: Isn’t using a wand taking intention away from the individual though? 

1:46:44 Stephanie F: Maybe not just asking 

1:46:55 Tamara D: I love mine! The water tastes different. 

1:47:10 Stephanie F: Oh you have one Tamara? 

1:47:14 Stephanie F: interresting 

1:47:16 Nick P: https://analemma-water.com/product/analemma/ 

1:47:27 Stephanie F: Reacted to "https://analemma-wat..." with ❤️ 

1:47:36 Gayle N: Interview with CEO of Analemma: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hCUF2rEb6SE 

1:47:46 Tamara D: Replying to "Isn’t using a wand t..." imprinting intentions and structuring water are diff things, 
but if you are worried do the wand first and the intention second. 

1:47:47 Stephanie F: I’ll say 

1:47:47 Nick P: Reacted to "I’ll say" with 🐝 

1:47:51 Tamara D: Thank you Libby!!! 

1:47:55 Gayle N: This was a great talk! Thank you. 

1:47:57 Stephanie F: NOOOOOOO 

1:47:58 lalita S: Thank you so much. 

1:48:00 Nick P: Reacted to "Thank you Libby!!!" with ❤️ 

1:48:05 Sandy M: What kind of paper??? 

1:48:06 Stephanie F: Hahaha kidding thanks so much 

1:48:06 Nick P: Reacted to "This was a great tal..." with ❤️ 

1:48:15 Tamara D: Reacted to "Hahaha kidding thank..." with 😂 

1:48:20 Nick P: Reacted to "Thank you so much." with ❤️ 

1:48:21 Trina C: yeah This was Great!! 

1:48:26 Su K: Thanks so much! 

1:48:27 Sandy M: Jerry gin 

1:48:31 Trina C: thank you. 

1:48:34 Sandy M: Many thanks 

1:48:37 Stephanie F: How do we get in touch with jerry 

1:48:39 Christine : Thank you Libby!! Awesome talk :) 

1:48:50 Nick P: Reacted to "Thank you Libby!! Aw..." with ❤️ 

1:48:54 Nick P: Reacted to "Many thanks " with ❤️ 



1:48:55 Trina C: many thanks and much love. 

1:48:56 Stephanie F: Yes thanks Libby 

1:48:57 Nick P: Reacted to "thank you." with ❤️ 

1:49:03 Nick P: Reacted to "Thanks so much!" with ❤️ 

1:49:06 Nick P: Reacted to "yeah This was Great!..." with ❤️ 

1:49:14 Stephanie F: I would also like to be in touch with Jerry Gin if possible 

1:49:14 Nick P: Reacted to "many thanks and much..." with ❤️ 

1:49:19 Nick P: Reacted to "Yes thanks Libby" with ❤️ 

1:49:50 USPA https://jerrygin.com/ 

1:49:53 Victor A: thank you 

1:50:02 Stephanie F: If it was Jerry talking about what to say over water? 

1:50:08 Karl K: Replying to "Veda Austin" Missed Libby's email. Thanks for everything. 

1:50:16 Stephanie F: THANK YOU HOST!! Thanks so much 

1:50:45 Stephanie F: Can you send me info on being a sponsor? 

1:50:47 Tamara D: Replying to "If it was Jerry talk..." Get his book: https://www.amazon.com/Science-Subtle-
Energies-Spirituality-
Path/dp/1736398229/ref=sr_1_1?qid=1651082506&refinements=p_27%3AJerry+Gin&s=book
s&sr=1-1&text=Jerry+Gin 

1:51:08 Susan W: i bought Davinia water. its was the 4th phase of water  anyone know of it? 

1:51:10 Stephanie F: Although I would insist on no images of a globe earth haha 

1:51:32 Stephanie F: (The earth is flat) 

1:51:32 Genevieve C: Thank you. 

1:51:38 Katherine D: Thank You! 

1:51:41 Stephanie F: Thanks all 

1:51:42 Marilyn S: Thank you 

1:51:44 Nancy E: Thank You 

1:51:45 CARLOS: Thank you 

1:51:47 Noemi P: wonderful! 

     

   

 


